I. INTRODUCTION
MIMO systems may achieve spatial multi-user access using singular value decomposition (SVD) MIMO techniques [1] [2] . The MIMO OFDM systems multiplex the users both in the frequency and the spatial domains. Hence, the co-channel interference caused by the sub-carrier reuse may lower the system's performance. For MIMO OFDM systems with co-channel interference, the combination ofpower control with adaptive modulation is desirable to reduce the effect. Zhang and Letaief proposed an allocation algorithm [1] by starting an OFDMA-based allocation procedure, so the amount of the co-channel interference is mitigated by the sub-carrier allocation. The scheme used a neighborhood search scheme to obtain additional power efficiency. However, the proposed scheme has the limitation on the affordable maximum data rate even without transmit power constraint. The paper presents an enhanced version of the scheme to remedy the problem. The proposed scheme aims to minimize the total user transmit power while satisfying the required data rate, the maximum transmit power constraint, and the bit error rate of each user. The proposed algorithm offers better spectrum efficiency than the high complexity multi-user greedy algorithm [5] as illustrated in the simulation results.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider a single cell multi-access MIMO/OFDM system consists of M users distributed randomly to communicate with the base station as the model in [1] . There are P received antennas at the base station and J transmit antennas at each user. The gain of each omni-directional antenna element is unity. The intra-cell bandwidth is reused by using spatial division to separate mobiles. We divide the considered spectrum into N orthogonal sub-carriers. The subscript m is the index of a transmit user; the subscript c is the index of a sub-carrier; boldface means vector or matrix. We assume the channel is fixed in the coherent time, and its impulse response uses L-ray model between the i-th received antenna and thej-th transmit antenna. The channel gain Hc at sub-carrier c can be decomposed using SVD (2) where d,, is the modulation symbol whose average power is normalized to unity; PmC is the transmit power; the term nc is a px 1 noise vector with each entry modeled as independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) zero mean complex Gaussian random variables. To simplify optimization, the matched filter (MF) receivers at base stations that match each user's spatial signature are adopted [1] . Hence the beamforming vector is only the function ofthe desired user channel 
This equation provides the required bit and power relationship to be satisfied for a particular subcarrier c under the interferencee channel. The equation will be utilized in the proposed scheme.
The allocation algorithm proposed in [1] deals the allocation problem (4) without a maximum power constraint.
The allocation process can be divided into three parts. First, an initial solution is generated to allocate sub-carrier and each sub-carrier only can be employed by one user. Then, the bit and the power allocation are allocated to satisfy the BER and the data rate constraint. After the sub-carrier allocation, this problem can be easily solved by any single user OFDM system allocation algorithm without co-channel interference [3] [4] . Finally, the scheme repeats the bit swap action to improve the power efficiency until no feasible swap can be made to reduce transmit power. The affordable total data rate in this spectrum over all users should be less than or equal to P-N-bit bits. Where bit is the maximum order of modulation. However, the scheme uses an OFDMA allocation as the initial solution so the maximum data rate where the system can supported is limited to N .bit over all users. This maximum data rate max~~~~~~~~~~~l imitation deters us from increasing the number of the received antennas for more capacity gain. Besides, allocated transmit power for each user may exceed the maximum power constraint. Due to these problems, we propose an enhanced allocation algorithm to deal with the problems. The proposed method does not suffer from the data rate limitation problem. We also allow users to reduce their transmit data rate in the case that the request data rate exceed the system capacity under particular sever environments. Our allocation algorithm can be divided into three parts. First, we use the same steps in [1] . The step will guarantee the performance ofthe proposed scheme as good as the method in [1] in the case of a low date rate request. Second, we relax the maximum modulation mode constraint and perform the greedy allocation algorithm as: Step3: Power allocation pc ='&c2 (2'n -1)(-ln 5Pe ) /1 .5(sc' )2 for each sub-carrier c Finally, we use a proposed iterative bit swapping algorithm to reach the goal which minimizes total transmit power. Define the incremental power after adding two bits to sub-carrier i of user m ( bm = b' + 2 ) is Ap+ and the reduced power after removing two bits from sub-carrierj of user m ( b'j = bj -2 ) is Apj-.This scheme is summarized as the following diagram in Fig. 1 . Referring to Fig. 1 , we set the processing order as indicated in the diagram. The bit swapping operation to reduce total power has the highest priority. The bit swapping operation to reduce the number of sub-carriers which exceed the maximum mode constraint has the second priority. Lowering the data rate for a user who exceeds the maximum power constraint has the third priority. Lowering the number of the bits to the sub-carrier which is assigned more bits than the maximum constraint has fourth priority. Finally, we check if any user can be added with bits. Note that, if one meets many choices in one operation, we choose the case which can reduce the maximum transmit power or add the minimum transmit power over all users. We repeat the operations until exit. enhanced allocation algorithm can reach higher data rates than the greedy algorithm. In Figures 4 and 5 , we compare the performance difference in terms ofthe average power per bit between them when both ofthem use the same number of antennas. It shows that our proposed algorithm can use less power than the greedy algorithm except in the region of the higher requested data rate modes for two users. In those cases, the proposed algorithm requires more power due to providing higher date rates. Similar results can be observed for the 8-user cases. Due to limited space, more simulation results and discussions to demonstrate the superior performance will be appended in the version of the full paper. Our proposed algorithm uses less transmit power and reaches more data rate than the greedy algorithm of high computational complexity. The proposed allocation performance is enhanced as the number of antennas increases. We also deal with the maximum power and the modulation limitation problems. 
